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7.12.2019 submitted to JINST and arXiv
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The Tune P algorithm
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Old (Run I)Old (Run I)

New (Run II)New (Run II)

Old (Run I)Old (Run I)

New (Run II)New (Run II)
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The precision od the ”curvature” (q/p) mesurement without the muon system (magenta)mesurement without the muon system (magenta) 
compared to the optimal treatment of high pT muons in the muon system (red: Tune P)the optimal treatment of high pT muons in the muon system (red: Tune P)
after final aligment and using ”Aligment Positions Errors” (APE).
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Almost no difference if mouns does not shower (magentamagenta vs blueblue).

Evident improvement for showering muons (greengreen vs redred). 9
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The resolution determinedThe resolution determined
using cosmic muons passingusing cosmic muons passing
close to the interaction point.close to the interaction point.

Mass resolution for 
Z to muon pair decays.
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High pT muons paper summary
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            to the following collection of publications by the CMS 
              to be considered the NCBJ achievement of 2019.

→ → Performance of the reconstruction and identification of high-momentum muons in proton-proton colisions at sqrt(s)=13TeV,Performance of the reconstruction and identification of high-momentum muons in proton-proton colisions at sqrt(s)=13TeV,
     CMS Paper MUO-17-001, (7/12/2019, submitted to JINST);     CMS Paper MUO-17-001, (7/12/2019, submitted to JINST);
→ Search for narrow resonance in high-mass dilepton final state in propton-proton collisions using 140/fb of data
     at sqrt(s)=13TeV, CMS PAS EXO-19-019;
→ Search for heavy Majorana neutrinos in same-sign dilepton channels in proton-proton collisions at sqrt(s)=13TeV,
     JHEP01(2019)122, https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP01(2019)122;
→ Search for excited leptons decaying via contact interaction to two leptons and two jets, CMS PAS EXO-18-013;
→ Search for long lived particles that stop in the CMS detector and decay to muons at sqrt(s)=13TeV, CMS PAS EXO-17-004;  
→ Search for excited leptons in lepton lepton gamma final states in proton-proton collison at sqrt(s)=13TeV,
     JHEP04(2019)015, https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP04(2019)015;
→ Search for contact interactions and large extra dimensions in the dilepton mass spectra from proton-proton collisions 
     at sqrt(s)=13TeV, JHEP04(2019)144, https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP04(2019)114;
→ Search for heavy right-handed W boson and a heavy neutrino in events with two same flavor leptons and two jets 
     at sqrt(s)=13TeV, JHEP05(2018)148, https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP05(2018)148;
→ Search for high-mass resonances in final states with a lepton and missing transverse momentum at sqrt(s)=13TeV,
    JHEP06(2018)128, https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP06(2018)128.
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ttH explained in 5 minutes by Piotr Traczyk  →  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTvmYmKZ2aY


